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Full-band simulation of indirect phonon assisted tunneling
in a silicon tunnel diode with delta-doped contacts
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Full-band simulations of indirect, phonon assisted, interband tunneling are used to calculate the
current–voltage response of a low-temperature molecular-beam-epitaxy-grown silicon tunnel diode
with delta-doped contacts. Electron confinement in the contacts results in weak structure in the
current–voltage characteristic. The structure is lost when finite lifetime effects are included. The
approach uses the nonequilibrium Green function formalism in a second-neighborsp3s* planar
orbital basis. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1343500#
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Modern versions of the silicon interband tunnel dio
fabricated with low-temperature molecular-beam epita
have recently been demonstrated in Si/SixGe12x and all Si
devices.1–8 One common feature of these tunnel diodes
their delta-doped1–7 or heavily doped8 contacts. The delta
doping gives rise to potential wells on either side of t
tunnel junction. The electron transport is an indirectX
2G), phonon assisted, interband tunneling process. It
not been understood how the potential wells in the conta
affect the current-voltage (I 2V) response compared to th
of a traditional tunnel diode with bulk doping in the contac
If confined levels existed in the potential wells, one mig
expect to see structure in theI 2V as the levels uncross, bu
it was an open question as to where in theI 2V the structure
would appear. It also seemed possible that the quasi-t
dimensional~2D! nature of the contacts might affect th
8140003-6951/2001/78(6)/814/3/$18.00
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magnitude of the current. In response to these questions
present full-band calculations of indirect, phonon assis
tunneling. The results show where in theI 2V curve the
structure occurs, how the magnitude of the current is
fected, and how the structure is removed from finite lifetim
effects.

Our approach uses the nonequilibrium Green funct
formalism with a second neighborsp3s* planar orbital
basis.9–11 The sp3s* parameters are optimized using a g
netic algorithm.12 The Green function formalism allows us t
model the finite lifetime in the quasi-2D contacts using t
generalized boundary conditions described in Refs. 10
13.

The deformation potential phonon assisted tunnel
current is given by the following expression:
J15
e~DtK !2

2rva E d2kL
4p2 E d2kR

4p2 E dE

2p (
L

$tr @GL,1
A ~kL ,E!G1,1

L ~kL ,E!G1,L
R ~kL ,E!#@ f L~E!~12 f R~E2\v!!~nB~\v!11!

3trAL
R~kR ,E2\v!1 f L~E!~12 f R~E1\v!!nB~\v!trAL

R~kR ,E1\v!2~12 f L~E!! f R~E2\v!nB~\v!

3trAL
R~kR ,E2\v!2~12 f L~E!! f R~E1\v!~nB~\v!11!trAL

R~kR ,E1\v!#%, ~1!

a!Electronic mail: cor2282@utdallas.edu
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whereAL
R is the component of the spectral function inject

from the right contact

AL
R~kR ,E!5GL,N

R ~kR ,E!GN,N
R ~kR ,E!GN,L

A ~kR ,E!. ~2!

Equation~1! is Fermi’s Golden Rule in Green function form
calculating the overlap of the wave function envelopes. T
subscript or superscriptL andR indicate that the quantity is
injected from the left or right contact, respectively. The wa
vectorskL andkR are transverse, two-dimensional wave ve
tors in thex2y plane.E is the total energy. The sum overL
is a sum over monolayers in the growth direction lyi
within the nonequilibrium region indexed left to right from
to N. G is obtained from the surface Green functions of t
contact regions,10 GR andGA are the retarded and advanc
Green functions, respectively,tr $ % indicates a trace ove
the 20 orbitals in thesp3s* basis,f L and f R are the Fermi
factors of the left and right contacts, respectively,v is the
phonon frequency,nB(\v) is the Bose-Einstein factor,r is
the density of Si, 2.328 g/cm3, a is the lattice parameter
5.431 Å, andDtK is the interband deformation potential.

Equation~1! is calculated independently for each ph
non type. The direct tunneling current from the two longit
dinal X valleys of the conduction band~the two valleys la-
beledX2 in the inset of Fig. 1! to theG valley of the valence
band is also calculated using the approach described in
10.

Two different phonons provide the main contribution
the current, the transverse acoustic~TA! phonon with an en-
ergy of 18.4 meV and the transverse optical~TO! phonon
with an energy of 57.6 meV.14 Using the simplest deforma
tion potential concept, and values from Ref. 15, one c
estimate a value ofDtK for the interband~100! TA phonon
to be 2.453108 eV/cm. There exists no similar method
estimate the matrix element for the TO phonon. Howev
we know experimentally that the contribution to the to
current from the TA and TO phonons is almost equal.16 We
use this fact to estimate a value ofDtK for the TO phonon by
comparing the two numerically calculated current contrib
tions. We estimate the value to be 5.63108 eV/cm.

The band diagram shown in Fig. 1 of the Silicon tunn
diode reported in Ref. 4 is calculated from Poisson’s eq
tion using the secondary ion mass spectroscopy~SIMS! dop-
ing profile measured after a 700 °C rapid thermal anneal
suming complete dopant activation.4 All calculations use a
temperature of 300 K. Because of the confinement in

FIG. 1. Band profile and quasi-Fermi level for RITD biased at 0.1 V. Ins
6 X valleys of the conduction band.
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d-doped contacts, we will refer to this device as a reson
interband tunnel diode~RITD!.1 To compare the calculate
I 2V of this device with a traditional tunnel diode with bulk
like contacts, which we will refer to as an Esaki diode, w
modify the band profile shown in Fig. 1 by attaching fla
bands at the deepest point in the electron well and the hig
point in the hole potential well. Thus, the deep wells a
replaced with equivalently deep three-dimensional regio
This comparison can be viewed as a numericalgedanken
experiment since the delta doping is used precisely for
reason that equivalently heavy bulk doping has not yet b
achieved.

To observe the structure in the RITDI 2V and its dis-
appearance with finite lifetime broadening, the RITD co
tacts are modeled using five different values for the scat
ing lifetime resulting from the heavy doping: 165, 66, 3
7.3, and 4.3 fs. The measured Hall mobility in the Sb-dop
well is 30 cm2/V s17 which, using the relationm5et/m* ,
results in an estimate fort of 4.3 fs. The Esaki diode is
modeled with the 165 fs lifetime.

The calculated components of the RITDI 2V with the
165 fs lifetime are shown in Fig. 2. Note that the axis for t
direct current is in units of mA/cm2, whereas the axis for the
phonon assisted components is in units of A/cm2. The direct
component of the current is approximately five orders
magnitude smaller than the phonon assisted compone
Low-temperature measurements made on similar devic18

show that the ratio is significantly larger than that observ
in the alloyed tunnel diodes of the 1960s;16 however, it does
not appear to be more than two orders of magnitude. T
discrepancy could be the result of elastic intervalley scat
ing processes which are not included in these simulation

Structure is observed in theI 2V components, most no
ticeably in the negative differential resistance~NDR! region.
This is different than that observed for intraband 2D-2D tu
neling where the features occur on the positive differen
section of theI 2V curve ~compare, for example, Fig. 4 o
Ref. 13!. Roughly speaking, the difference lies in the fa
that the quantized states are the bottom of 2D subba
which are now inverted from each other as illustrated in
inset of Fig. 2.

The total currents for the Esaki diode and the RIT
with contact lifetimes of 165, 33, 7.3, and 4.3 fs are shown
Fig. 3. The 66 fs RITD is left out for clarity. Weak structur
appears in the 165 and 66 fs RITDI 2Vs. Some cancellation

,FIG. 2. Three RITD current components: TA phonon assisted, TO pho
assisted, and direct. The scattering lifetime in the contacts is 165 fs. In
2D electron and hole dispersions.
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html.
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of the structure found in the individual components occ
when they are added. No structure is observed in the 33,
and 4.3 fs RITDI 2Vs. The 165 fs RITDI 2V fluctuates
around the smooth 165 fs Esaki diodeI 2V. As the contact
lifetime decreases, the current magnitude and peak vol
increase. To show clearly where the structure occurs in
RITD I 2Vs, Fig. 4 displays the first derivative of the 16
and 66 fs RITDI 2Vs.

Last, we compare the simulated peak current and volt
with the experimental data. When the experimentalI 2V is
corrected for series resistance, the experimental peak vo
is approximately 100 mV and the peak current
7000 A/cm2. The simulated peak voltage ranges between
and 115 mV from the longest to the shortest contact l
times, and the simulated peak current ranges between
and 1275 A/cm2. There are several factors which affect t
calculated current density. The current is directly prop
tional to the square of the deformation potentials for wh
we made a rough estimate. The actual dopant distribut
are sharper than the SIMS profiles. The current will have
exponential dependence on the accuracy of the evanes
dispersion atX andG. These uncertainties and the expone
tial dependence of tunneling current on material parame

FIG. 3. Total current for the Esaki diode and the RITDs with contact s
tering lifetimes as labeled.

FIG. 4. First derivative of the RITDI 2Vs with 165 and 66 fs contac
scattering lifetimes.
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and geometry can account for the discrepancy in the ca
lated and experimental current.

In conclusion, we have presented simulations of tra
tional Si tunnel diodes and RITDs using modern full-ba
quantum device modeling methods. The quasi-2D nature
d-doped contacts gives rise to weak structure in the curr
voltage curve mostly in the NDR region. However, the stru
ture quickly disappears when realistic finite lifetime effec
are included in the contacts.
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